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Abstract: On 8–9 October 2017, fourteen wildfires developed rapidly during a strong Diablo
wind event in northern California including the Tubbs Fire, which travelled over 19 km in 3.25 h.
Here, we applied the CAWFE® coupled numerical weather prediction-fire modeling system to
investigate the airflow regime and extreme wind peaks underlying the extreme fire behavior using
simulations that refine from a 10 km to a 185 m horizontal grid spacing. We found that as Diablo
winds travelled south down the Sacramento Valley and fanned out southwestward over the Wine
Country, their strength waxed and waned and their direction wavered, creating varying locations near
fire origins where wind overrunning topography reached 30–40 m/s, along with streaks and bursts of
strong winds in the lee of some topographic features and stagnation downstream of others. Despite
a statically stable layer in the lowest 1.5 km, the high Froude number flow sometimes resembled
a hydraulic jump. Elsewhere, the flow behaved similarly to neutrally-stratified flow over small hills,
creating wind extrema that exceeded 40 m/s at the crest of some lesser hills including near the Tubbs
fire ignition, but which shed bursts of high speed winds that travel downstream at approximately
5–7-min intervals. Nonetheless, simulated fire growth lagged satellite detection of fire arrival in Santa
Rosa by up to 1 h, although whether the data detect fire line or spotting is ambiguous. A forecast
simulation with a 370 m horizontal grid spacing produced an on-time fire line arrival in Santa Rosa,
with calculations executed 4 times faster than real time on a single computer processor.

Keywords: coupled atmosphere-fire model; fire prediction; fire behavior; numerical weather
prediction; satellite active fire detection

1. Introduction

On 8–9 October 2017, more than 170 wildfires ignited in the Wine Country, northern coastal ranges,
and Butte and Nevada Counties to the west, north, and east of California’s northern Sacramento
Valley (Figure 1). Of these, fourteen large fires grew rapidly, some joining into multi-fire complexes.
Subsequent investigative reports [1,2] determined several of the large fires were started by electrical
equipment, in some cases by branches being brought into contact with those. Many fires appeared
and rapidly spread during local peaks of an unusually strong downslope wind event. Such multi-day
events, termed Diablo winds, are a recognized meteorological feature of the region [3,4] and have
been linked to erratic wildfire behavior, fatalities, and past destructive wildland–urban interface
fires such as the 1991 Oakland Hills Fire [5] and the similar 1964 Wine Country fires [6]. In 2017’s
event, the widespread outbreak of fires and their extremely rapid spread raise questions about
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the airflow regime that occurred and the underlying mechanisms leading to the extreme winds.
The events hint at exceptional wind extrema, yet these lie between surface weather station network
data locations. While regional elevated winds are captured in operational simulations, if there are
extrema, they could be under-resolved in operational forecasts. We examined these issues using two
approaches. First, we performed a retrospective research simulation with the CAWFE® (derived from
Coupled Atmosphere–Wildland Fire Environment) coupled numerical weather prediction–wildland
fire behavior modeling system. Second, we configured CAWFE without a priori knowledge of how the
fire unfolded in order to predict the flow regime and subsequent Tubbs Fire growth, examining the
predictability of the winds including their extrema and fire behavior.
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Figure 1. 8–9 October 2017 wildfires. Satellite active fire detections revealed by the Suomi National
Polar-orbiting Partnership Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (S-NPP/VIIRS) at 3:09 A.M. Fire
names are shown in purple italics.

2. Overview of Event Environment

Diablo winds are a San Francisco Bay meteorological phenomenon that arises from concurrent
strong high pressure over the Great Basin and lower pressure offshore of San Francisco and Monterey.
Similar to Santa Anas, this inland–offshore pressure gradient drives air downward in elevation and
offshore. Climatologies developed from surface weather station data suggest that Diablo winds tend
to occur overnight through morning in fall through spring [7,8]. They are characterized by low relative
humidity and high wind speeds, but temperatures and ratio of wind gusts to mean wind speeds are
similar to climatology [7], presenting a dry, potentially strong wind shaped by local topography.

The synoptic and fire environment during the October 2017 Wine Country fires are described
in Reference [9]. A trough moved from the Pacific Northwest through the Great Basin on 8–9
October (Figure 2a,b) creating a regional pressure gradient generating winds first driven south down
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the Sacramento Valley (Figure 2c), then southwestward over the coastal and eastern Sacramento
Valley mountain ranges (Figure 2d), encountering a sequence of topographic features with different
spatial scales.
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Figure 2. Hourly mean for the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) North American
Regional Reanalysis composites interpolated to 0.3 × 0.3 degrees for (a) surface pressure at 8 October,
12 UTC; (b) surface pressure at 9 October, 9 UTC; (c) 1000 mb vector wind at 9 October, 12 UTC;
and (d) 1000 mb vector wind at 9 October, 9 UTC. Image provided by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory, Physical Science Division
from their website at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/.

Weather station data presented a complex image of the local airflow. Several stations indicated
a dramatic increase in wind speeds peaking near 12 a.m.–1 a.m. (all times Pacific Daylight Time
(PDT)) on 9 October; for example, Hawkeye (HWCK1), Lake County RAWS1 (LKRC1), and Kenwood
(KENWW) produced wind gusts of 36, 22, and 20 m/s, respectively, while others showed a more
gradual increase beginning about 8 p.m. on 8 October. While some higher wind speeds and gusts were
located on higher elevation stations (Figures 3–5) (e.g., HWCK1 and LKRC1), not all nearby mountain
stations recorded high winds (e.g., ATLC1). In addition, some of the highest wind speeds and gusts
were located at RSAC1, on a low hill just above the valley floor, while nearby valley stations at similar
positions (EW2362, EW1582, and KENWW) in the lee of a mountain ridge recorded different strengths.
Gusts, the peak wind measured in the mean wind sampling period, were approximately twice the
mean wind speed. These characteristics suggested speeds varied not only with elevation but with
distance along the range, with locations where high winds extended out onto the Santa Rosa valley
floor. The strength of both mean and gust winds experienced pulses; determination of the frequency is
difficult due to the differing reporting frequency of stations.

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/
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Figure 3. Surface station map where station wind barbs show most recent wind observation within
1 h ending at 8 a.m. UTC 10/9/17. Selected stations, ordered by decreasing peak wind gusts
(stations with higher peak gusts marked with squares and lower peak gusts marked with triangles),
are located with colored polygons (according to table). Wind speed (blue) and wind gust (orange) data
(in m/s) from HWCK1, which recorded the highest wind speeds. Wind station data is available at
http://mesowest.utah.edu. Tubbs Fire extent at 3:09 a.m. on 9 October from VIIRS is shown in brown.

http://mesowest.utah.edu
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Late on 8 October, over a dozen electrical safety incidents were reported in Wine Country,
northern coastal ranges, and Butte and Nevada Counties [10]. While the cause is still under
investigation, reports placed the Tubbs fire source ignition at 38.60895◦ N and 122.62879◦ W at 9:45 p.m.
(http://cdfdata.fire.ca.gov/incidents/incidents_details_info?incident_id=1867) (Figure 6). Centroids
of satellite-borne Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 1 km resolution active fire
detections at 11:24–11:27 p.m. filled the area up to 6.7 km from the ignition location, with additional
detections located up to 8.5 km away, perhaps detecting embers that may or may not have ignited
additional fires. Nearly coincident data from the 375 m resolution S-NPP/VIIRS instrument at 3:09 a.m.
and later MODIS observations at 3:35 a.m. showed the leading edge of fire detections had extended
past Highway 101 in Fulton, California, 17.6 km from ignition, suggesting that, if the front did not
already slow, the leading edge of the fire spread at an average rate of 3.0 km/h over 5.8 h. The VIIRS
3:09 A.M. observation is the only sub-kilometer resolution mapping data of the fire until its next
observation at 2:53 p.m. on 9 October.

Atmospheric airflow regimes are shaped by factors including the wind speed above topographic
features, atmospheric static stability, and the feature aspect ratio (height divided by half-width) of
terrain, in addition to surface roughness and vertical wind shear. In reaching the area of the Tubbs
fire, air traveled over varying three-dimensional terrain and, in response to the evolving pressure
distribution, the wind direction and strength changed with time; thus, direct comparison to theoretical
studies were not possible. However, the near surface flow regime over topographic features in the
area could be estimated from the non-dimensional Froude number, where, for continuously stratified,
two-dimensional flow over a feature of height h, with incoming wind speed U, and Brunt-Väisälä
frequency N, is given as

Fr =
U
Nh

(1)

where

N =

√
g
θ

dθ

dz
(2)

In Equation (2), θ is the atmospheric potential temperature, g is the acceleration due to gravity,
and z is the height. Using θ = 303 K, g = 9.81 m/s2, and 7 K/km, N is approximately 0.015 s−1 in
a 1.5 km deep layer of statically stable air near the surface (seen in thermodynamic profiles of the
atmospheric base state, not shown). A shallow near-surface stable layer of rapid winds was also noted
in a previous simulation of the Esperanza Santa Ana-driven wildfire [11]. A stable layer inhibits vertical
growth of the fire plume as well as shaping the airflow regime. In Reference [11], it produced pulses of
high wind speed at topographic features that broke off to travel downstream at 5–7 min intervals.

These perceptible terrain, wind, and atmospheric stability parameters indicated potential
similarities with previously studied airflow regimes such as the strong downslope winds of windstorms
in other locations (e.g., foehns [12], Santa Anas [11,13], windstorms of the Cascade mountains [14,15],
Front Range windstorms [16,17]), flow over undulating or multiple hills [18,19], neutral flow over small
hills [20], and the acceleration of landfalling hurricane flow over hills [21]) but is not exactly any of
them. Stable airflow past mountains can lead to various phenomena in the wake [22], and near-surface
observations may detect lee waves, rotors, and shedded vortices. Previous work has surmised that at
sufficiently high speeds, Fr >> 1, and the flow may behave as though stratification were neutral [23].
Because the conditions are too complex for analytical solutions, we rely on numerical simulations.

http://cdfdata.fire.ca.gov/incidents/incidents_details_info?incident_id=1867
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Figure 6. Satellite active fire detection data of the Tubbs Fire. The “X” indicates the reported ignition
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. The CAWFE® Modeling System

CAWFE dynamically connects the temporal- and spatially-varying microscale to mesoscale
weather with fuel and terrain characteristics to simulate fire behavior, fire effects, plume dynamics,
and smoke production and transport in an integrated manner. CAWFE consists of a microscale
or convective-scale numerical weather prediction model [24,25] coupled to a fire behavior module.
CAWFE can be initialized and boundary conditions updated with gridded atmospheric states from
model forecasts or analyses. Its solution methods and options were designed to allow it to perform
well at fine scales (tens to hundreds of meters) in extremely complex terrain. Impacts of the design of
CAWFE and other models on simulated airflow and fire behavior are discussed in [26].

Unless directly simulating combustion at the sub-centimeter scale, coupled wildland fire models
all parameterize fire processes at scales appropriate for the computational fluid dynamics model to
which they are tied. CAWFE’s fire module [27,28] parameterizes the surface fire rate of spread as
a function of terrain, fuel properties, and wind using Rothermel’s formula [29], but as applied in
CAWFE, the wind is altered by the fire. Other semi-empirical relationships represent post-frontal fuel
consumption, the release of heat into the lowest atmospheric grid levels, and the transition to and rate
of spread of a crown fire [30,31]. Short-distance spotting is assumed to be included in the processes
represented by the rate of spread formula; long distance spotting [32] is not explicitly represented.
Fuel properties required by those algorithms can be provided in the systems of Anderson [33], Scott and
Burgan [34], or the Fuel Characteristic Classification System [35], or custom values such as obtained
from remote sensing measurements. Fire and atmosphere are coupled so that fluxes of heat and
water vapor from the fire in ground, surface, and canopy fuel strata may alter the state of the
atmosphere, notably producing fire winds, and the evolving atmospheric state affects fire behavior.
The weather model has been applied over 30 years to many meteorological phenomena including
precipitation formation, terrain-induced turbulence, and windstorms. In research applications,
CAWFE can be operated at spatial and temporal scales 100 times finer than operational weather
models. CAWFE simulations of over fifteen fire events have been tested against weather and fire
data including in situ measurements and incident team maps, fires mapped by airborne infrared

http://activefiremaps.fs.fed.us
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instruments, and satellite active fire detection data. Case studies using CAWFE have showed that,
despite the known limitations of the rate of spread formula [29], provided that the atmospheric model
can capture the atmospheric flow at grid spacing of a few hundred meters, the distinguishing features
of events—the overall spread rate, direction, and fire behavior phenomena—can be modeled and
distinctive dynamic events and transitions in behavior can be captured, e.g., the splitting of fires into
multiple heading regions, intensification into blow-ups, fires drawn up canyons orthogonal to the
wind, fire whirls, changes in direction, and generation of pyrocumuli [36].

3.2. Configuration and Experiments

Output from NCEP North American Mesoscale (NAM) forecasts, which extend 36-h at 1-h
intervals, was used to initialize CAWFE simulations and provided later boundary conditions for the
outermost domain. NAM analyses were available at 6-h intervals (available at http://nomads.ncep.
noaa.gov) and were tested as initialization and boundary condition data but because the flow direction
was fluctuating throughout and the analyses are available only at 6-h intervals, these did not represent
the temporally varying large-scale conditions well. As a result, we opted to use a physically consistent
forecast rather than allowing the temporal interpolation at the model boundaries to possibly distort
wind shifts.

Three CAWFE configurations were employed in this work. First, in a weather-only simulation,
three nested domains refined regional simulations from 10 km horizontal grid spacing to 3.3 km
to 1.1 km over a 180 km × 200 km area covering the North Bay area, Sacramento Valley, and the
mountains to its east (Figure 7), with vertical grid spacings of 43 m, 80 m, and 116 m, stretching to
322 m spacing at higher altitudes. The first half-grid level, where horizontal velocities are located
according to the Arakawa C-grid staggering of variables, was at 21.6 m. This configuration was used
to perform a weather-only simulation, initialized with the NAM forecast valid at 0600 UTC, 8 October
(11 a.m., 8 October), that was used to explore the wind event leading to and occurring during the fire
outbreak through 5 a.m., 9 October.

A second retrospective weather + fire research configuration further refined to the fourth and fifth
domains, with horizontal grid spacings of 370 m and 185 m, respectively. The fifth domain was also
vertically refined with near-surface vertical grid spacings of 17 m, 26 m, and 35 m, stretching to 161 m.
This simulation, initialized with the NAM forecast valid at 9 October, 0000 UTC (5 p.m., 8 October),
began at 7 p.m., ignited a fire at the reported time and location of the Tubbs Fire origin, and modeled
the subsequent interactive weather and fire behavior for 30 h. The first half-grid level was at 8.5 m.

A final forecast weather plus fire configuration employed four nested domains, refining from
10 km to 370 m horizontal grid spacing using a 3:1 horizontal grid refinement and a 2:1 vertical
grid refinement in domain 3 and again in domain 4. The finest domain used 72 × 72 grid points,
with 44 vertical grid levels. The first half grid level was at 7.3 m. Vertical grid lengths stretched from
15 m to 125 m near the open top (3.3 km) of the innermost domain. The computational domains
were centered on the Tubbs Fire ignition, i.e., they were not optimized using post-fire knowledge.
This forecast began at 7 p.m. on 8 October using the 0000 UTC 9 October forecast, the most recent
NAM forecast available when fires were detected, and extended for 34 h.

The spatial fuel variability for all simulations was specified with 2014 LANDFIRE (www.landfire.
gov) data [37] using 13 fire behavior fuel models, based on the Albini [38] classification system as
restated by Anderson [33]. The extent included urban zones, which (although considered unable
to carry wildland fire, does so through landscape plants and materials and spotting), we have
arbitrarily treated as grassy fuels. Lower elevation fuels were composed of short herbaceous types,
herbaceous plants interspersed with shrubs, and short shrubs. The base of the slopes included shrubs
with hardwoods, such as live oaks, particularly in drainages, while higher elevations are forested.
The surface dead fuel moisture content, drawn from area Remote Automated Weather Station (RAWS)
measurements, was specified as 4%, with a daily amplitude of 0.3%, and the live canopy fuel moisture
content set at 57%, again based on local sources. Wind speeds at the height of the two lowest horizontal

http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov
http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov
www.landfire.gov
www.landfire.gov
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velocity components were extrapolated to fuel height. The arbitrary rate of spread cap originally
assigned to rate of spread models as 5 m/s was raised to 20 m/s.
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4. Results

4.1. Regional Winds

During 8 October into the early hours of 9 October, the regional weather simulation produced
southwesterly Diablo winds in the northern coastal ranges, winds that travelled southwesterly down
the slopes of the mountains on the east side of the Sacramento Valley, and winds that travelled south
down the Sacramento Valley that then fanned out to the southwest over Wine Country. The strength
of the winds waxed and waned and the direction wavered, creating broad areas (on the order of
10 km wide along a ridge) where wind overrunning topography reached 30–40 m/s, steady streaks or
transient eddies of high speed air formed in the lee of some topographic features, and terrain created
sheltered, low-speed areas downstream of others (Figure 8 and Video S1). Several of these high wind
speed peaks were located near the upwind edge of wildfires. The simulated wind event subsided in
some areas at midnight. In other areas such as the Tubbs Fire area, strong winds were simulated to
have lasted until between 3 a.m. and 4 a.m. on 9 October, when they subsided in agreement with Santa
Rosa-area surface weather stations.
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Figure 8. Simulated near-surface winds (8.5 m above ground level) on 8 October at 9:00 p.m. over the
region shown in Figure 7. Wind speed arrows point downstream and are colored according to the
color bar at right (in m/s). Imagery was produced with VAPOR (www.vapor.ucar.edu), a product of
the Computational Information Systems Laboratory at the National Center for Atmospheric Research.
In motion, as shown in Video S1, the field of arrows conveys changes in direction and strength of the
Diablo winds.

4.2. Simulations of Microscale Wind Variability in Time and Space and Resulting Fire Behavior

The second simulation refined the weather simulation to a fifth nested domain with 185 m
horizontal grid spacing for the area shown in Figure 9a. The northwest two thirds of this domain
spanned a river of disturbed air flowing off the ridge north and west of Calistoga, CA. Near-surface
(8.5 m above ground level) modeled winds near the reported ignition time are shown in Figure 9b.
Moderate winds entering the domain from the northeast accelerated over broad, taller ridges (≈500 m
above surrounding elevations), yet the strongest accelerations were located at secondary, shorter
topographic features (≈100–200 m above surrounding elevations) downstream. At 9:48 p.m., locations
of near-surface winds reaching 35–42 m/s coincided with the area of the Tubbs fire ignition and hills
downstream (Figure 9b). An animated sequence of near-surface winds (Video S2) shows these small
(1.1–1.7 km diameter) patches of extreme winds formed over the top of secondary topographic features
and broke off, flowing downstream. As the strength of incoming winds surged and subsided with
a period of 5–7 min, the direction varied slightly, amidst a general shift of incoming winds from 28◦ to
41◦ from north, reflecting the changing pressure environment shown in Figure 2.

www.vapor.ucar.edu
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Figure 9. (a) Geographical extent and location of domain 4; (b) Simulated near-surface winds
(8.5 m above ground level) on 8 October at 9:48 p.m. in domain 4. Wind speed arrows point downstream
and are colored according to the color bar at right (in m/s). Vectors are shown every three grid points.

Evaluating the realism of the flow regime produced by microscale simulations is challenging,
as the spatial variability of flow features was an order of magnitude finer than the distance
between surface stations. The reporting of several-minute mean wind speeds (depending on the
station and reporting) and gusts (the peak wind measured within a time period) can be difficult to
interpret when the flow is characterized by coherent bursts on the order of a few minutes apart. In
addition, the instantaneous vertical profile in wind speed may not be well represented by standard
approximations such as the logarithmic profile, several of the assumptions behind which are not met
in these conditions.
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The simulated fire line progression, included in Video S2 and plotted versus the active fire area
detected by VIIRS at 3:09 a.m. in Figure 10a, reproduced the observed direction of the fire and an
extremely rapid spread. However, the simulation produced an average spread rate of 0.86 m/s by
reaching Highway 101, 17 km away, in 5.5 h versus the 4.5 h time at which heat signatures detected by
VIIRS were reported. If the detected heat signatures represent the extent reached by the flaming front
(which is uncertain, as extensive spotting was reported), the simulation underestimated the actual
average rate of spread of 1.05 m/s reported over this period. Late in the simulated period, the southern
flank was drawn perpendicular to the airflow over topography to the southeast, expanding the fire
width by 2 km; the simulation reproduced this type of growth when it reached the topographic feature,
though this was correspondingly later than observed. This outward bowing of the fire line spreads
upwind up the fire line throughout the simulated period.

4.3. Vertical Structure of Wind Speed

Near the estimated ignition time, a vertical cross-section of wind speed in the plane oriented
along the flow through the reported ignition point showed a shallow 1.25–1.4 km deep layer of high
speed (greater than 20 m/s) air, punctuated by higher simulated wind speeds over the crest of hills
(Figure 11). Those wind speeds reached 32 m/s over the taller upstream hill upwind of the ignition
point, but were greater, reaching 35–42 m/s over the subsequent lesser hills, including near the ignition
(indicated on Figure 11a). An animation (Video S3) shows that these high wind speed peaks over crests
of lower hills created streaks or bursts of high speed air breaking off and traveling downstream at
approximately 5–7-min intervals, a similar feature and frequency to pulses produced in the near-surface
stable layer that occurred in simulations of the Santa Ana-driven Esperanza wildfire [11] and Front
Range windstorms [17]. At times, the flow in this case resembled a hydraulic jump (Figure 11b),
a location where the peak wind increased and the depth of the high-speed zone decreased, creating
a transition between smoother upstream air and turbulent motions downwind. The turbulent motions
lay at the horizontal interface between the high-speed surface zone and less stable, slower moving
layer above. Viewed in motion (Video S3), the depression of the jump varied in time. Despite the
strongly stable layer in the lowest 1.5 km and stable stratification throughout the lower atmosphere,
the simulations did not present evidence of propagating waves, instead, the peaks at the crest of
small knolls resembled neutrally stratified flow over small hills but produced pulses of high speed air
breaking off and traveling downwind. The flow direction changed over this period, thus, by the end
of the sequence, the flow had rotated approximately 12◦ into the plane. The flow began to weaken
by 4 a.m.

The Froude number (Equation (1)) is an imperfect indicator in a continuously stratified fluid
(i.e., a fluid with multiple layers of stratification) and complex environment. The above environmental
parameters for N and θ, large (500 m) and small (100 m) hills in 30 m/s flow yielded approximate Fr of 4
and 20, respectively. While both exceed 1 and thus lay in the supercritical flow regime, the particularly
high value for small hills indicated that horizontal momentum effects greatly exceeded buoyancy
effects. This analysis supports the result that for very high-speed flow across small hills, the flow might
be expected to behave as if it were neutrally stratified, producing a minimum in the induced surface
pressure accompanied by a maximum in the near-surface wind speed across the hilltop, but that simple
analysis does not predict the result that pulses of wind that break off and travel downwind in the lee.
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Figure 10. Retrospective research simulation of the Tubbs Fire using CAWFE. (a) VIIRS active fire
detection data of the Tubbs Fire at 3:09 a.m. underlies simulated fire perimeter, the times of which
are given by the legend. The red contour line corresponds to the time of the VIIRS observation.
Terrain contour intervals are shown every 100 m; (b) The fire’s heat flux is show in the upper color bar
(in W/m2). Wind speed arrows (in m/s) point downstream and are colored according to the color bar
at right. Vectors are shown every three grid points.
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Figure 11. Cross-section through the retrospective research simulation of the Tubbs Fire (a) at 9:48 p.m.
on 8 October, near the ignition time; and (b) at 3:03 a.m. on 9 October. Figures show an along-flow
vertical cross section through the ignition (shown in (a) as a red X) while the contoured field is the
simulated wind speed in the plane (in m/s), colored according to the color bar at right. Wind speed
arrows (in m/s) point downstream and are shown every three grid points. The magenta box shows the
area resembling a hydraulic jump at this time step, although speed maxima move through the cross
section from right to left and the depth of the high-speed region dips over it.

4.4. Forecast Configuration

In configuring a forecast (versus a retrospective research simulation), additional constraints
are that (1) the simulation must balance fidelity with time constraints that may not allow optimal
configuration (e.g., limits on resolution or size of the domain); (2) rely only on data available at the time
the simulation uses it; and (3) balance complexity (e.g., having many steps in the process, the proximity
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to numerical stability limits, and degree of computational needs) with robustness. Our operational
concept was that, given a time and location for an ignition, the most recent NAM forecast data that was
available would initialize a CAWFE simulation relying on information known at the time. The CAWFE
simulation was configured as a forecast with four nested domains sequentially telescoping to 370 m
horizontal grid spacing, with the innermost domain spanning 26.7 × 26.7 (large enough to encompass
nearly all wildland fires) × 3.3 km beginning with the NAM’s forecast for 7 p.m. on 8 October. The top
of the innermost domain is an open boundary through which air motions may pass, so this is not a lid,
but merely defines the top of the volume that may be further refined both horizontally and vertically.
This simulation might be seen as the first of a sequence of simulations using the cycling forecast
paradigm for fire modeling that was put forth in Reference [39]; however, in this case, the reported fire
ignition was used as the initial location, rather than satellite active fire detection data. This was done
because the first data was provided via VIIRS at 3:09 a.m., after the first growth surge.

Compared to previous configurations, the vertical grid length was stretched in the outer domains
to reduce the number of grid points and make the configuration less likely to have numerical
instabilities. Assuming no prior knowledge of the fire growth direction or speed, the domains were
centered on the reported ignition point. In this configuration, when all four domains were activated, the
calculations proceeded at four times faster than real time on a single computer processor (Intel®Xeon®

CPU E5-2667 v4 @ 3.20 GHz) of a Linux x86_64 workstation. Previous work (e.g., Reference [40])
asserted that numerical weather prediction model-based fire behavior models are not suitable as
forecasting tools because of the computational cost. Indeed, other coupled weather-fire models
based upon the Weather Research and Forecasting model have reported a need for much greater
computational resources. For example, Reference [41] used 120 processors to achieve 500 m grid
spacing at speeds that broach faster than real time for a large fire, while Reference [42] report producing
an 18-h forecast in about 4 h on 24 processors, apparently referring to a configuration that refined to a
110 m horizontal grid spacing over a 13 km × 13 km domain.

Simulations using this forecast configuration, shown in Figure 12, correctly captured
an elliptically-shaped rapid fire progression to the southwest. In comparison with the earliest satellite
active fire detections (Figure 6), the forecast configuration (Figure 12a) underestimated the fire’s growth
from ignition to MODIS’ mapped fire extent at 11:25 p.m. (Figure 6). In addition, it predicted the fire
extended beyond Highway 101 by 3:09 p.m. on 9 October (Figure 12b), in agreement with the VIIRS
active fire detection data (Figure 6), although the simulated fire’s heading region had grown out of
domain 4’s boundaries. An animation of near surface winds and fire progression for this simulation
(Video S4) also showed high wind speed peaks over secondary ridges exceeding 35 m/s and in some
areas, exceeding 40 m/s. The wind speed peaks exceeded the previous simulation by 3–5 m/s and
broke away at a higher frequency, approximately every 4 min., compared to 5–7 min in the five-domain
research configuration. The arrival time is more “on time” than the research simulation; however,
this could be overpredicting the rate of spread of the flaming front as ember spotting was widely
reported with this fire and could account for reports of fire arrival time and satellite-based active fire
detection at the leading edges, rather than the progression of a flaming front.
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Figure 12. Simulation of the Tubbs fire using a forecast configuration. (a) Simulated extent at 11:25 p.m.
on 8 October, where the pink line indicates the leading edge’s extent at the time of the model snapshot,
as indicated in MODIS active fire detection data; (b) Similar to (a), at 3:09 a.m. on 9 October. In both
frames, the fire’s heat flux is show in the lower color bar (in W/m2). Wind speed arrows (in m/s1)
point downstream and are colored according to the upper color bar at right. Vectors are shown every
three grid points.
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5. Discussion

This work examines the structure of topographically-altered airflow within a case of Diablo winds
associated with a widespread fire outbreak in the coastal and inland mountains north of San Francisco
Bay in October 2017. Because surface weather station data was sparse and largely missed extreme
winds that anecdotal reports suggest occurred, the large-scale synoptic environment was changing
throughout the event, and the three-dimensional topography was too complex for analytical solutions,
numerical simulations refining from mesoscale to microscale were used to examine the flow regime.
When two-way coupled with a fire behavior module—a system validated on previous fires in diverse
conditions—CAWFE simulations reproduced many aspects of the unfolding fire event. In showing
that observed regional Diablo winds accelerated further over broad ridges in the North Bay, varying
throughout the day in strength and direction and creating leeward streaks and pulses of higher wind
speeds, the simulations provided a coherent framework for understanding the patterns and variability
in the surface station data.

Previous work (e.g., Reference [8]) has described the regional environmental conditions that
indicate and induce strong Diablo winds. Here, research simulations with refined resolution gave
further insight into the locations and possible mechanisms for the generation of hypothesized extreme
winds within these streaks and pulses—not, as might be anticipated, on the highest ridges, but on
hills in the lee of the larger ridges, including near the Tubbs fire ignition site, and in bursts that
periodically break off and travel downstream from these secondary hills. The airflow pattern showed
aspects of previously studied regimes including transient resemblance to a hydraulic jump, but, as the
dimensional analysis of flow parameters support, some of the most extreme winds occur over
secondary hill crests. Previous conjectures that stable high-speed flow would behave as though
it were neutrally-stratified flow over small hills, producing winds peaks at secondary hill crests despite
a near-surface stable layer, were largely borne out but that analysis did not predict the production of
the periodic wind bursts. A previous numerical modeling study of a Front Range downslope wind
storm [17] produced similar behavior—bursts of high speed wind breaking off in the mountains’
lee—of similar periodicity, but the authors’ attribution of the phenomena to wave breaking does not
apply here; a simpler explanation may underlie both.

As these simulations are performed at resolutions more than an order of magnitude finer than
numerical weather prediction forecasts, it may be asked whether such features—well beneath what
operational forecasts currently can resolve—can be anticipated with modern computational resources.
Assertions have been widely made that coupled models cannot be used in a forecast sense because of
the computational demands that would be required, while understanding within the meteorological
community states that predictability decreases at finer scales as one approaches the boundary layer
regime, where key features cannot be predicted deterministically at all [43]. We show, as a practical
disproof, that the coupled system, configured as a generally applicable forecast rather than optimized
for this case, can be run four times faster than real time for a large fire at high resolution on a single
processor of a workstation, reproducing the important aspects of the flow regime and providing
a good reproduction of the accompanying fire growth. Previous work [44] showed that, provided
that the simulation can reproduce winds at hundreds of meters and include feedbacks from the
fire on the local winds (a lesser factor in wind-driven fires [11]), many aspects of fire behavior are
understandable and predictable. Here, we additionally show a practical implication: at least using this
model, such computations are fast enough even without multiprocessor supercomputers to be used
with sufficient resolution and have good skill as a forecast for large wildfires.

Some points remain unsettled in the reproduction or prediction of winds. The features modeled
occurred at scales that may lie between or slightly miss observations, preventing direct verification
of extreme small-scale motions or winds at secondary peaks. In addition, their size is beneath the
scales that operational forecast models can resolve, limiting the ability to reproduce the extreme winds
with current operational models and configurations. The temporal frequency (4–7 min) of bursts
in the lee of topographic features are difficult to reconcile with reported winds, which are reported
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(depending on the equipment, network, and sampling frequency) as several minute averages and gusts.
In addition, widely used methods, such as the logarithmic wind profile for vertically adjusting results
to measurement heights or other heights of interest, rely on assumptions (e.g., that the stratification
is neutral and the flow is stationary) that are not strictly met and may not accurately represent the
vertical structure of wind speeds in downslope wind conditions.

Additional issues remain in the prediction of fire growth. Some or all of these could account
for the differences between modeled and observed spread rates. First, the use of a flaming front to
represent fire spread does not include the role of long distance ember spotting. Fire brands can play
many roles in wildland fires, from short-distance spotting ahead of the line where they may be overrun
by the flaming front before they can develop their own circulations, or the rarer long-distance spotting
kilometers ahead of the line, where they might ignite another fire, or as has been described in recent
windstorm-driven fires, the fire itself may be described as traveling as a storm of embers. The treatment
of spotting in coupled model simulations of landscape-scale events has been a broad-brush attempt
to claim the more rapid rates of spread this provides while overlooking the details and distinctions
between these roles. For example, short-distance spotting is assumed to be part of the processes
moving the flaming front ahead, processes that are parameterized with relationships like Reference [29].
Long-distance spotting has been treated as resulting from the resolved-scale winds, perhaps with
stochastic components to achieve the apparent randomness, though deterministic prediction of the
specific location and timing of the occasional ember is not realistic. Observations have not determined
critical aspects of ember storms, which present an intermediate case and it is uncertain if they draw
air currents that may impact the upcoming fire line or get overrun, having no impact of subsequent
fire spread. Fire growth due spotting depends on the ember density, how favorable conditions are
for ignition where they land, and the heat flux they produce. Because VIIRS could detect these fires
as soon as they reach one to a few meters in size, or even a storm of a sufficient number of embers
whether or not they have ignited other materials, spotting complicates the interpretation of the fire
extent from active fire detection data, in addition to muddying the interpretation of anecdotal reports
on where the fire is. Therefore, in these conditions, it is not clear if variance in simulated fire extent,
which means the extent of the flaming front, from the observed fire extent is an error from the location
of the actual flaming front, or if detections indicated the extent of embers, which may or may not have
been participating in propagation of the fire. Thus, the lag in modeled fire spread in Figure 10 with
respect to reports or detections may correctly represent a difference in extent of the flaming front and
embers further ahead.

Second, the empirical rate of spread relationships such as that of Reference [29] have not been
validated at extreme wind speeds. Third, initiation of fire growth forecasts can begin when a fire is
detected or reported. In this case, which reported ignition occurred near 9:45 p.m., the first detection by
the VIIRS data was produced 5 h later at 3:09 a.m., as the first rapid growth period was ending. Fourth,
weather models must also make assumptions about the vertical profile of wind in the atmospheric
surface layer; though widely used anyway, the assumptions under which these profiles were developed
are not supported in stable, topographically-varying, temporally changing conditions. Finally, the
leading edge of the simulated fire traveled fast enough to exit the CAWFE domain showing limits in
this approach as currently applied for the detection and forecast of very fast-moving fires.

6. Conclusions

We found that as high speed regional flow of the type called Diablo winds varied in strength
and direction, it created flow patterns that resembled previously studied regimes. However, because
of the complex multi-scale topography and evolving synoptic situation, that flow contained some
surprising aspects such as streaks and bursts in the lee of some topographic features and stagnation
downstream of others. Diablo winds alone were not sufficient to explain extreme winds, nor was
their general acceleration over broad hills; instead, the regional pattern and mesoscale (2–20 km)
acceleration amplified at small hills, under 2 km wide with heights of a few hundred meters over
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surrounding terrain, creating exceptional peaks of 30–40 m/s over these secondary, lower hill crests;
under a transient feature sometimes resembling a hydraulic jump; and in bursts breaking off and
traveling downstream at approximately 5–7-min intervals. The acceleration over secondary hill peaks
occurred because in very high Froude number flow, stability effects are diminished and the flow
behaves much like neutrally stratified flow over a small hill, though the shedding of bursts of high
speed air is not anticipated by that simple analysis. The transience in those peaks and the bursts
traveling downstream could be consistent with the variability in data in (Figures 3–5) from local
weather stations in the APRSWNET/CWOP network, for which data is available at higher frequency.
The cumulative effect of the complex multi-scale airflow was to reproduce fire arrival times, direction,
and shape including growth perpendicular to a flank when the fire reaches a topographic feature and
draws itself up.

CAWFE coupled weather and fire growth simulations reproduced the fire shape and rapid growth.
A detailed retrospective research simulation lagged observed fire line progression, predicting arrival at
Santa Rosa 1 h after satellite active fire detections recorded ignitions there. Another CAWFE simulation
configured as a forecast at 370 m horizontal grid spacing produced slightly faster arrival in line
with observations, with calculations proceeding at 4 times faster than real time on a single computer
processor. The significance is that CAWFE forecasts much finer than operational weather forecasts can
anticipate extreme winds as well as fire growth. As the magnitude of extreme winds are often a critical
predictive metric, this model may have application to understanding and anticipating high-impact
fine-scale wind extrema in applications such as anticipating impacts on utility infrastructure and other
phenomena, such as Front Range windstorms and landfalling hurricanes.
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